Galilean Nights Event ID: gn480

Number of telescopes: 1
Number of organisers: 1
Number of attendees: 30

Event Report:
This event focus on bringing the view of the sky to kids whom we earlier had program with. These kids were amazed to see the surface of the moon. They never thought if moon was looking just like the surface of the Earth. For everyone who peek through the telescope was coming out with smilling face and desire to spread the word. They were all saying "wow! nimeona Makorongo kwene Mwezi" meaning I have seen the rough surface of the moon.

These kids are inspired and we shall be together all the time on making their dreams come true.

Kids were not the only participants as there were also Maaasai elders who came and pay wanted to have closer look of what has been on thier grandfather night stories. They wanted to see what was real on the center of the moon? Was it rabbit as they used to say? Was it a woman breast feeding a baby? and tonight they all knew is was just different patches on the surface that cause different reflection and that there was not Mama nor Rabbit at the Moon.